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I CARE

STRIVES FOR FREEDOM
Freedom is like oxygen for every soul. At I care, we understand
that losing mobility is a scary life challenge which threatens the
very fabric of one's freedom and sense of independence. We
believe in each and every individual has the right to freedom,
simply because we care. That is the very reason for the last 10

years we have dedicated all our efforts to empower people
with disability with world-class products.

greatest possible opportunity for independence allowing
individuals to move within their homes more easily resulting in

MISSION
To become the most preferred homegrown Brand in the

Healthcare Support Solution Market within the industry

increased comfort and a more active lifestyle. I care is the only

and as well as amongst the consumers in the Indian

indigenous brand in India that provides world-class
quality products and has been exporting to all healthcare
solution manufacturers around the world. I care is a

value-driven products and services.

Subcontinent

by

providing

the

most

affordable

and

Made-in-India brand that aims at providing hope and liberating

VISION

people across the country.

To provide Freedom to every individual who needs physical

Mission I Vision

With the wide range of products we have, we strive to provide the

assistance across the world by providing affordable and

world-class Healthcare Support Solutions. We strive to
provide every individual the Freedom to Smile, Freedom to
Work, Freedom to Grow and Freedom to be Mobile.
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Our
Business
Network
Across the
Globe

A VISION
SUPPORTED BY
GREAT PASSION
I CARE BRAND is the result of a passionate team from Krypton
Industries Limited. Krypton Industries, headquartered in

Kolkata, West Bengal is a leading multi-product
organization engaged in the production of state-of-the-art
rehabilitation and healthcare products and components. It’s
product range includes PU Tyres, Wheels, Castors, Forks, different
types of Aluminum and M.S. frames, pressed metal parts and many
customized products.
Krypton Industries Limited caters to many leading manufacturers
across the world. The dealer distributor network spans across

Europe, USA, Australia, Taiwan, Africa and other countries.
The company works very closely with its customers to supply them
with the best possible products so as to meet their exact
requirements. With a diverse product range coupled with robust

Europe
USA

distribution network, Krypton Industries Limited markets the
India
Taiwan

International Quality Healthcare Support Products as a
complete offering.

Africa

Australia
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